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Introduction
For some time, Ireland has been home to technological
innovation. Now with a large percentage of tech-leaders HQ’d
on our small island, the demand for technical education has
accelerated.
The Department of Education released a report titled “Irish
Educated, Globally Connected,” highlighting the steps Ireland
needs to take to remain on the forefront. The key theme?
Connection.
Recurring throughout is a need for detailed cost-benefit analysis
of and for all stakeholders in the Irish education system.
With stricter compliance, a need for enhanced staff mobility
and overhead reduction — change is essential to achieve future
strategic goals.
Mobility, communication and collaboration is changing, with new
technologies that enable a streamlined, dynamic conversation
across multiple platforms.
Monolithic players in the telecoms sector are offering reduced
line rental with planned obsolescence in mind. When the
well-documented PSTN shut down happens, physical networks
will be rendered defunct.
Working with the GRETB, St. Patrick’s DCU, LearnUpon, IBAT
& IMI — Blueface have discovered opportunities for growth
across the sector.
In this report, we explore some trends, case studies and
projections for Irish education and communications technology.
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Galway & Roscommon ETB
| Case Study

The Galway & Roscommon Education Training Board provide a range of quality
programmes and supports designed to meet learner needs. To provide reliable, high
quality education for learners in their jurisdiction, they needed ultra-reliable service.

Challenge

The Blueface Solution

The GRETB didn’t just need a service
provider; they needed service, a carrier
and an equipment provider all in one. They
wanted to save o overheads, access the
best hardware, and an ancillary feature
package including;

We Provided

•
•
•
•

Call Conferencing | Ring / Hunt Groups |
Fax to Email
IVR (Irish & English Speaking
Auto-Attendant)
Call Recordings (Acht na dTeangacha
Oifigiúla & Data Protection Act)
Unified Billing (ETB Act 2013)

Through our Fully Hosted Service, UCaaS
platform and network of hardware partners,
we were equipped to provide a costeffective service tailored to the education
sector.
•
•
•
•

•
Our Government Framework
Achievement, feature -rich UCaaS Platform
and ultra-reliable service made Blueface the
only company with an answer.

•

Government “Fixed Voice” Approved
Service, Carrier & Hardware.
90 Handsets, w/ Pre-Configuration
(Projected to grow to 1,500 by 2021)
Irish-Speaking Auto-Attendant
(Compliant w/ Acht na dTeangacha
Oifig)
Future-proof solution with no more line
rental.
Unified Billing with detailed billing
breakdown.

GRETB’s Results
Significant cost-savings on landline rental
and international dialling.

Significant cost-savings
will be achieved with the
elimination of traditional
landline rental.

BLUEFACE

•
•
•

Infrastructure to grow with demand for
education solutions.
Auto-compliant Irish-Programmed IVR.
Clear reporting on comms. spend
through Multi-Site & Unified Billing.
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Compliance
| Easier, Clearer, Faster

Unified Communications as a Service allows administrators
to easily comply with The Data Protection Act, Acht na
dTeangacha Oifi giúla and the 2013 ETB Act.
To begin, Blueface are one of the few VoIP providers on the
Government “Fixed Voice” Framework, meaning our service
is of the highest standard approved and monitored by the
Irish Government.
Financial accountability was an integral part of the 2013
ETB Act, increasing audits on local ETB bodies to ensure
compliance.
Through a combination of multi-site and unified billing,
Account Administrators can view a clear bill for easier,
cleaner reports. With one account across all ETB branches,
auditors could have a clear picture of spend across the entire
ETB.
Through intuitive auto-attendant design, UC Platform users
can easily comply with Data Protection Legislation.
Administrators can ensure learners’ needs are catered to —
in any language — with easily tailored IVR and Call Routing.
Heated competition in the education sector both direct and
indirect has made the student experience a huge factor for
success.

Read this Blog:
IVR: Employee of the Month

BLUEFACE
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St Patrick’s DCU
| Case Study

St. Patrick’s College Drumcondra (SPD) was established in 1875 and is the largest primary
teacher training college in Ireland. Over 2,600 students attend SPD.

Challenge
Having recently announced a 40m
investment, SPD were undergoing an
expansion in staff and facilities. They
needed to replace their now-defunct Nortel
Meridian Option 11c PBX as it was no longer
fit for purpose with existing limited
functionality.
•
•
•
•
•

Blueface emerged as the
clear choice after evaluating
all providers based on price,
quality, equipment used,
expertise of assigned team,
implementation plan and
support/maintenance
services.

Scalable Service up to 40,000 Users
Seamless Switchover (Continuity)
Easy Transition for Staff
Communication Overheads Reduction
Security-Radio Integration

After winning a public tender, the Blueface
team began an extensive audit.

Aria Pour | SPD Project Lead
& IT Manager

The Blueface Solution
We Provided
• Full Audit of Existing Services
• Swift Onboarding to Fully Hosted
Solution + Staff Training.
• Full UCaaS Feature Suite + Telephony
Hardware
• Future Infrastructure for Investment-led
Growth
SPD’s Results

•
•
•
•
•

70% Reduction in Communications
Overheads.
Full Staff Training in Unified
Communication.
No Downtime During Seamless
Switchover.
Security connected to office
communications.
Proactive SLA ensuring continuity of
service.

A fully managed solution supported
by Blueface engineers and a dedicated
account manager has now de-risked
the communications setup for SPD.

BLUEFACE
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Overheads
|

Reexamining Traditional Telecoms

Cheaper line-rental incentives are surging in the traditional
telecommunications space.
Lowering line-rental fees is like reducing quickly expiring food —
retailers know the food will spoil soon — so it should generate
some revenue.
As mentioned earlier — traditional phone networks will be SIP
Trunked, meaning the physical lines will be virtualised by 2025.
The true cost of a bulky, in-house system like SPD had is far
greater than service and line. PBX licensing, maintenance,
specialist technicians and even hardware can eventually
become difficult to source.
With cloud communications (Hosted PBX), you’ll never pay line
rental again, saving up to 70% over standard telephony
solutions. No need for technicians to maintain your service —
your maintenance is remote.
Cost reduction, clear billing and easy system maintenance allows
any organisation to focus on core competencies without costly
delays.

Read this Blog:
Goodbye Phone Networks!

BLUEFACE
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LearnUpon
| Case Study

LearnUpon is a cloud based Learning Management System provider HQ’d in Dublin. With
over 40 staff located in global offices in New York, Sydney and Belgrade.
Founded in 2012, in five short years they now provide LMS services to over 600 educational
institutions and corporations worldwide. The high-growth, next generation of learning
solutions needed next generation communication solutions.

Challenge

LearnUpon’s Results

LearnUpon’s rapid growth needed an
infrastructure to match, They aimed for a
24/7 “Always Open Support” ethos and
needed to quickly onboard new staff
members.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Local Numbering
Dynamic International Call Routing
Full Training on UCaaS
Scalable Communications
Secure Data while Demoing and
Communication w/ Clients

The Blueface Solution
We Provided
Transitioning from 2 — 40 employees in 5
years while onboarding over 600 clients is
difficult, we provided the infrastructure for
easy growth.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Toll-free & Premium Support Numbers
International Numbers & Dynamic
Time-of-Day Call Routing.
Powerful SLA w/ Seven 9s Reliability
Global Multi-Site Deployment
Full configuration, tailored to LearnUpon

BLUEFACE

•
•
•

Easy International Office Deployment
Seamless Global Customer Support
Handover (24 / 7)
Next Gen Communications for Next Gen
Education
Enhanced Call Volume Management
Heightened Security: General & Failover
Services

Just like our own service, it
needs to be available 24/7
- 100% reliability. We need
the same service from our
phones and Blueface
deliver on that front.
Brendan Noud | CEO &
Co-Founder at LearnUpon
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Remoteness

|

Working, Learning & Supporting

With an upsurge in non-traditional learners, education
institutions — academic, industry-focused or otherwise —
need to accommodate for non-traditional staff and student
support.
This coupled with the demand for new skills means that every
industry are seeking global talent. Cloud computing equips a
company with the resources needed to facilitate remote working
staff.
This is demonstrable with the meteoric rise of Learning
Management Systems such as LearnUpon. You can expand
your service requirements seamlessly, set up new users and
work remotely with students. After all, it is significantly easier
than getting a new classroom.
Unified Communications provides the same cloud-powered
competencies and more to enable remote working.
Blueface empowers your remote staff by providing intelligent
call routing and allowing you to manage your business account
online.
Once your employees have access to the internet, your
Blueface phone will work as if it’s in the office. Landline sync,
internal transfers, ring groups and all other service features from
anywhere in the world.

BLUEFACE
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The Future
|

Infrastructure for Growth

Regardless of the industry or business we work with, the most
common queries relate to growth, security and ﬂexibility.

Will it work the same for 100 users
as it did for 20? If we grow, can our
system? What if we need to move?
While there are significant cost savings, reliability and features
with a cloud-based phone system — the real value comes from
infrastructure.
The ability to expand your staff, office spaces and global
presence without being hampered by burdensome equipment.
In fact, an IDG Report found that 85% of enterprises will commit
to a multi-cloud architecture model and by 2020. This means
that their system will be at-least partially on the cloud with the
number of fully-hosted clients growing significantly.
As the way we learn; the people teach and delivery systems
change, the business of education must be proactive with their
systems.
The foundations for perfect communication can be laid today
and while other business are struggling to rid themselves of
archaic hardware — proactive organisations will be hosted.

BLUEFACE
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WHITEPAPER

ABOUT BLUEFACE
Blueface is a leading Unified Communications-as-a-Service Provider to Businesses,
Enterprises and Carriers. Founded in 2004, Blueface’s proprietary cloud voice platform
services over 20,000 Business customers globally of all sizes ranging from SME’s through
to Large Multinational Enterprises.

NEED TO CONTACT US?
Ireland
Blueface Ltd.
10/11 Exchange Place,
IFSC, Dublin 1, Ireland
T: +353 1 524 2000
F: +353 1 443 0400

Italy
Blueface Srl.
Via Marsala, n. 29 H/I
00185 Roma, Italia
T: +39 (06) 622 77 630
F: +39 (06) 233 28 388

United Kingdom
Blueface Ltd.
78 York Street,
London, W1H 1DP, UK
T: +44 330 808 4718
F: +44 203 813 9668

United States
Blueface INC.
345 Park Avenue, 17th Floor
New York, NY 10154-0037,
USA
T: +1 646 893 7446

Spain
Blueface Ltd.
C) Hortaleza 108, 2 Izq,
28004 Madrid, Spain
T: +34 91 198 54 43
F: +34 91 198 54 41

FIND US ALSO IN:
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